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Method and System for Communicating Vehicle Repair Information

to a Business-to-Business Rental Vehicle Reservation

Management Computer System

Field of the Invention:
The present invention generally relates to systems and
methods for exchanging information amongst organizations.
More particularly, the present invention relates to systems
and methods for exchanging vehicle repair information between
repair shops, rental car companies, and insurance companies.

Background and Summary of the Invention:
Vehicle repair shops/facilities that are engaged in the
collision repair industry repair damaged automobiles which
have been involved in an accident. Such vehicle repair shops
typically obtain their business (i.e., automobiles to repair) from a number of sources, including insurance companies, automobile dealerships, automobile fleet accounts and walk-in customers, with insurance companies being the primary source for such business.

When an insured is involved in an accident that causes physical damage to the insured's automobile, the insured then contacts the insurance company to report the accident and "file a claim" on his/her vehicle insurance policy. The insured is then given a claim number, and the date of loss is recorded, typically in a computer database operated by the insurance company. The claim number can be used as a unique identifier for referencing to that particular claim with the insurance company. If the insurance company has an established automobile repair program (typically referred to as a direct repair program (DRP)) as part of its automobile physical claims (APC) process, the claim is assigned or dispatched to a designated DRP collision repair shop.

The claim is typically assigned by an insurance company to a repair shop electronically over the Internet or by fax. Upon receipt of the assignment, the collision repair shop typically calls the customer to schedule an appointment for the customer to drop off the car at the shop's premises for repair. Thereafter, a shop employee, typically an estimator, generates a cost estimate for the repair. To generate this estimate, many repair shops use a software application known as an estimating system. The estimating system can then export the estimate into a standardized file set, such as the CIECA EMS format discussed herein and known in the art. These standardized estimates can be communicated (often electronically via the Internet) to the insurance company for review and approval. If the review process reveals a problem with the estimate (e.g., the manual labor rate is not the same as an agreed upon rate with the insurance company), the estimate can be re-sent to the collision repair shop for
further refinement. This can be an iterative process which continues until the estimate passes review. Upon approval of the estimate by the insurance company, the repair shop then generates a repair order (RO), which is a detailed invoice and a legal agreement between the repair shop and the insured concerning the repair of the vehicle. Once the insured agrees to the repairs set out in the repair order (typically via a signed authorization), the repair shop begins the repair of the damaged vehicle in accordance with the repair order.

Because the insured will be without an automobile during repairs, the insurance policy will often cover the expenses for a rental vehicle during that time. In this regard, the time of the repair, or cycle time, is an important estimate metric for minimizing claim costs to the insurance company. Therefore, the repair shop typically must specify a target delivery date to the insurance company, as well as the rental company and the insured, wherein this target delivery date identifies when the repair shop predicts that the repairs will be completed (and the customer can thus begin driving the repaired car again). This target delivery date can then be used as an initial benchmark for setting the period of authorization for a replacement rental vehicle. For example, if the repair shop forecasts that it will take 3 days to complete repairs of the customer's damaged vehicle, then the insurance company can choose to authorize a rental vehicle for the customer for a period of 3 days. If there is a delay in the repair and the initial rental period must be extended, then the repair shop revises the target delivery date and communicates it back to the insurance company and the rental company. The system involved in supporting this functionality is commonly known in the art as Target Date Management and Vehicle Status, which is part of a repair facility's body shop management system (BSMS), the BSMS being a software application used by repair facilities to manage their repair orders (ROs). With knowledge of a new and later estimated
date of completion, insurance companies can be provided with an opportunity to decide whether to extend the authorization period of the customer’s rental vehicle.

Historically, large volumes of telephone calls had to be placed among the employees of the insurance companies, repair shops and rental vehicle companies to coordinate the repair and rental process for customers with damaged vehicles, with redundant data entries being made in the respective companies computer systems as a result of information learned during the telephone calls. To aid in alleviating the burden of these telephone calls and the attendant data entry redundancies, one pioneering development in the industry has been a business-to-business rental vehicle reservations management system operated by Enterprise Rent-A-Car and known as the ARMS® system (hereinafter the "ARMS system"). With the ARMS system, an authorized business partner of a rental vehicle company (e.g., an insurance adjuster) not only can create rental vehicle reservations with a rental vehicle company but can also manage those reservations, all while using his/her Internet-connected computer. The following patent applications describe various aspects and embodiments of the ARMS system in greater detail: (1) U.S. patent application serial number 09/641,820, filed August 18, 2000, now U.S. Patent 7,275,038, (2) U.S. patent application serial number 09/694,050, filed October 20, 2000, (3) U.S. patent application serial number 10/028,073, filed December 26, 2001, and published as U.S. patent application publication 2003/0125992, (4) U.S. patent application serial number 10/343,576, filed January 31, 2003 (which is a national phase of PCT patent application serial number PCT/US01/51437, filed October 19, 2001), and published as U.S. patent application publication 2005/0021378; and (5) the above-referenced U.S. patent application serial number 10/865,116, filed June 10, 2004.
Accordingly, in this environment, a need in the art exists for increasing the automation of sharing data amongst the players in the collision repair industry (particularly insurance companies, repair shops and rental car companies).

More specifically, a need exists for automating the process by which the rental vehicle reservation management system receives data, particularly vehicle repair data corresponding to the vehicles that are undergoing repairs while an insured or claimant has rented an insurance replacement rental vehicle.

To address this need in the art, the inventors herein disclose, in accordance with one aspect of the invention, a system for communicating vehicle repair data among a plurality of parties, the system comprising: (a) a first computer system associated with a repair facility, and (b) a second computer system, wherein the repair facility computer system is in communication with the second computer system over a network, wherein the repair facility computer system has vehicle repair data stored thereon, the vehicle repair data comprising labor hours estimation data that comprises an estimate as to how many labor hours are needed to complete repairs to at least one vehicle undergoing repair at the repair facility, wherein the repair facility computer system is configured to execute a software application, and wherein the software application is configured to (1) automatically retrieve vehicle repair data that is stored by the repair facility computer system without human intervention, the retrieved vehicle repair data including labor hours estimation data, and (2) automatically send the retrieved vehicle repair data including the retrieved labor hours estimation data to the second computer system over the network without human intervention.

The inventors also disclose a computer-implemented method for communicating vehicle repair data among a plurality of parties, the method comprising executing a software
application on a repair facility computer system, the repair facility computer system having vehicle repair data stored thereon, the vehicle repair data comprising labor hours estimation data that comprises an estimate as to how many labor hours are needed to complete repairs to at least one vehicle undergoing repair at the repair facility, and wherein the software application executing step comprises (1) automatically retrieving vehicle repair data that is stored by the repair facility computer system without human intervention, the retrieved vehicle repair data including labor hours estimation data, and (2) automatically sending the retrieved vehicle repair data including the retrieved labor hours estimation data to a second computer system over a network without human intervention.

According to another aspect of the invention, the inventors herein disclose a computer-readable medium for execution by a processor, the computer-readable medium comprising a plurality of instructions that are executable by a processor to (1) automatically retrieve vehicle repair data that is stored by a first computer system without human intervention, the retrieved vehicle repair data comprising labor hours estimation data that comprises an estimate as to how many labor hours are needed to complete repairs to at least one vehicle undergoing repair, and (2) automatically send the retrieved vehicle repair data including the labor hours estimation data to a second computer system over a network without human intervention, wherein the plurality of instructions are stored on the computer-readable medium.

As used herein, the terms "vehicle repair information" and "vehicle repair data" refer to any data relating to the process of repairing a vehicle, including data corresponding to a vehicle repair estimate and/or a vehicle repair order. As noted, this software application, which can be termed a "data pump", is configured to automatically retrieve the vehicle repair data from the repair facility computer and
automatically send the retrieved repair data to the data server without human intervention. However, it should be noted that it is the retrieval operation and the sending operation which are performed automatically without human intervention. It should be noted that human intervention may optionally be used to install the data pump onto the repair facility computer system.

The vehicle repair data may take a variety of forms, including repair estimate data and/or repair order data as explained above. The pump is preferably configured to not only retrieve and transmit new data files with repair estimates and/or repair orders, but also updates to existing repair estimate/repair order data files.

The data server is preferably configured to communicate at least a portion of the repair data to a rental vehicle reservation management system operated by the rental car company (such as the ARMS system). The rental vehicle reservation management system can then store this data in its database and thereafter make the repair data available to its business partners, such as insurance adjusters who access the rental vehicle reservation management system to manage insurance replacement rental vehicle reservations. Through this communication technique, the flow of repair data from the repair facility to the insurance adjuster can be completely automated (once it has been entered once into the repair facility via the repair facility's software application(s) for creating and managing repair estimates and repair orders). Thus, repair facility personnel need only enter vehicle repair data into their computer systems as they normally would in the course of business, and the data pump software application will operate to automatically extract that existing vehicle repair data from the repair facility computer system for transmission over a network to interested parties, all without intervention on the part of repair facility personnel.
By providing the insurance adjuster with repair estimate data such as labor hours estimation data in accordance with the embodiments of the invention described herein, at least three advantages accrue to the insurance adjuster. First, insurance adjusters are provided with the ability to access the repair estimate information without needing to place a telephone call to the repair facility. Further still, this access to repair estimate information can be provided to the insurance adjuster in an automatic and transparent manner such that the insurance adjuster need only access the ARMS system as he/she would normally do in the course of managing a replacement rental vehicle reservation to view and review the pertinent repair estimate data after it has already been matched to a particular replacement rental vehicle that the adjuster is managing. Second, by delivering the automated flow of vehicle repair data to insurance adjusters through the reservation management computer system (rather than through a different computer system), the insurance adjuster need only access a single application to learn of the information needed to properly manage a replacement rental vehicle reservation. Third, by promptly attaining the repair estimate information such as the labor hours estimation data in the manner described herein, an insurance adjuster is provided with the ability to make a more accurate and timely forecasts (particularly for an initial forecast) as to the appropriate length of time for which a replacement rental vehicle should be authorized. The labor hours estimation data is an important indicator of how long a driver will need a replacement rental vehicle while his/her vehicle is undergoing repair. After the initial authorization period for a replacement rental vehicle has been decided by the adjuster, the adjuster can then use the repair information (and/or updates thereto) available to him/her through the embodiments of the invention described herein to revise the authorization period for the replacement rental vehicle as needed (e.g.,
extending the authorization period to accommodate a delay in the repair process).

According to yet another aspect of the present invention, the inventors herein disclose a computer-implemented method of providing personnel of a business partner of a rental vehicle service provider with access to vehicle repair data, the method comprising: (a) automatically retrieving labor hours estimation data from a repair facility computer system without human intervention, the labor hours estimation data corresponding to at least one replacement rental vehicle reservation and comprising an estimate as to how many labor hours are needed to complete repairs to at least one vehicle undergoing repair at a repair facility, (b) automatically uploading the retrieved labor hours estimation data to a data server without human intervention, (c) communicating the labor hours estimation data to a reservation management computer system, wherein the reservation management computer system is configured for access over a network by a business partner computer to thereby provide a personnel of the business partner with an ability to create and manage a plurality of replacement rental vehicle reservations, and (d) providing the business partner computer with access to the communicated labor hours estimation data through the reservation management computer system.

According to still another aspect of the present invention, the inventors herein disclose a computer-implemented method of providing personnel of a business partner of a rental vehicle service provider with access to vehicle repair data, the method comprising: (a) automatically retrieving labor hours estimation data from a repair facility computer system without human intervention, the labor hours estimation data corresponding to at least one replacement rental vehicle reservation and comprising an estimate as to how many labor hours are needed to complete repairs to at least one vehicle undergoing repair at a repair facility, (b)
automatically uploading the retrieved labor hours estimation data to a reservation management computer system, wherein the reservation management computer system is configured for access over a network by a business partner computer to thereby provide a personnel of the business partner with an ability to create and manage a plurality of replacement rental vehicle reservations, and (c) providing the business partner computer with access to the uploaded labor hours estimation data through the reservation management computer system.

According to yet another aspect of the present invention, the inventors herein disclose a computer-implemented method for automating the communication of vehicle repair data, the method comprising: (a) accessing a server on which a software application is stored, (b) downloading the software application to the first computer system, (c) installing the downloaded software application on the first computer system, and (d) automatically executing the installed software application on the first computer system without human intervention, wherein the executing step comprises: (1) automatically retrieving vehicle repair data that is stored by the first computer system without human intervention, and (2) automatically sending the retrieved vehicle repair data to a second computer system over a network without human intervention.

According to still another aspect of the present invention, the inventors disclose a computer-implemented method comprising: (a) providing a software application for download over a network to a first computer system on which vehicle repair data is stored, the software application being configured to (1) automatically retrieve vehicle repair data that is stored by the first computer system without human intervention, and (2) automatically send the retrieved vehicle repair data to a second computer system over a network without human intervention, (b) receiving a download request from a requesting computer system, and (c) responsive to the
receiving step, downloading the software application to the requesting computer system over the network.

These and other features and advantages of the present invention will be apparent to those having ordinary skill in the art upon a review of the disclosure herein.

**Brief Description of the Drawings:**

Figure 1 depicts an exemplary system in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Figures 2(a)-(d) depict exemplary repair facility computer systems in accordance with various embodiments of the present invention;

Figure 3 is a flowchart that describes the installation and operation of a preferred repair order data pump;

Figure 4 is a flowchart that describes the installation and operation of a preferred estimate data pump;

Figure 5 is a block diagram overview of a preferred estimate data pump;

Figure 6 depicts exemplary pseudo-code for a discoverer/watcher component of the estimate data pump shown in Figure 5;

Figure 7 depicts an exemplary compare process performed by a discoverer/watcher component of the estimate data pump shown in Figure 5;

Figure 8 depicts exemplary pseudo-code for a scanner component of the estimate data pump shown in Figure 5;

Figures 9(a) and (b) depict exemplary process flows that occur within the preferred system as a repair facility creates or updates RO/EMS files;

Figure 10 depicts an exemplary web service process overview for messaging between the data server and the rental vehicle reservation management system;

Figure 11 depicts an example of the preferred system for use with a first embodiment of the rental vehicle reservation management system;
Figure 12 depicts an example of the preferred system for use with a second embodiment of the rental vehicle reservation management system;

Figure 13 depicts an example of the preferred system for use with a third embodiment of the rental vehicle reservation management system;

Figure 14 is a block diagram overview of the web services communications that occur between the data server and the rental vehicle reservation management system;

Figure 15 is a flowchart that describes a preferred process for downloading data pumps to repair facility computer systems;

Figure 16 depicts an exemplary system in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention;

Figures 17(a)-(c) depict an exemplary graphical user interface (GUI) screen provided by the rental vehicle reservation management system, wherein vehicle repair information obtained from a repair facility is displayed; and

Figure 18 is a block diagram overview that depicts an exemplary embodiment of how the repair order data pump can integrate with a body shop management system using a plug-in.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment:

As generally explained in the background hereinbefore, the typical players in the collision repair market include an insurer or insurance company, an insured, a repair shop, and a car rental company. The present invention provides a method for processing collision repair estimate information between such players, as the exchange of such information is essential for most, if not all, processes involved with collision repair.

Figure 1 depicts an exemplary system 100 in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The system 100 preferably comprises a repair facility computer system 102 operated by a repair facility, a data server 108
configured as a data center, a rental vehicle reservation management system 110 operated by a rental car company, and a computer system 112 operated by a business partner of the rental car company and/or the repair facility, all of which preferably being interconnected via a communications network 106 (preferably the Internet).

A data pump 104 installed on the repair facility computer system 102 is a software application that is configured to automatically communicate vehicle repair information to the data server 108 via network 106 (see data path 120). The vehicle repair information that is sent via path 120 preferably comprises repair estimate information and/or repair order (RO) information (preferably including updates to estimate and/or RO information). The pump 104 is configured to extract already existing pertinent vehicle repair information from the file directories of the repair facility computer systems 102 in which that information is stored, thereby alleviating the need of repair shop personnel to re-enter the vehicle repair information into a separate application after they have already entered it once into the repair facility computer system’s existing applications for managing estimates and/or ROs. That is, pump 104 is configured for automatic execution by the repair facility computer system 102 without human intervention to extract vehicle repair information from the repair facility’s computer system transparently from the perspective of repair shop personnel while requiring repair shop personnel to only enter the vehicle repair information once into their computers through existing estimate/RO management software.

The data server 108 serves as a data repository for the vehicle repair information sent thereto from the repair facility computer system 102. Preferably, the data server 108 also provides data processing services on the data stored thereby, as explained below. It is worth noting that in the system 100 of the preferred embodiment, a plurality of repair
facility computer systems 102 (and their resident data pumps 104) will be present and connected to network 106. As such, the data server 108 is preferably configured to receive vehicle repair information from multiple disparate repair facility computer systems 102.

Data server 108 is also configured to communicate the vehicle repair information stored thereon to the rental vehicle reservation management system 110 via path 122. The vehicle repair information that is communicated along data path 122 can be a subset of the vehicle repair information sent to the data server along path 120. It should be noted that data server 108 may encompass one or more data servers. An example of a suitable hardware environment for data server 108 are Dell 2650 servers with Intel Xeon processors, the server being configured to store data in an EMC Clarion disk array. However, it should be appreciated that data server 108 could be readily realized with different hardware.

As explained in greater detail below, the rental vehicle reservation management system 110 is configured to provide a user of the business partner computer system 112 with the ability to remotely create and manage rental vehicle reservations with the rental car company as if that user were himself/herself an employee of the rental car company.

The business partner computer system 112 can be the computer system of an insurance company. As additional examples, computer system 112 can also be operated by business partners such as automobile dealers and vehicle fleet companies. In such instances, when an insured driver of a vehicle becomes involved in an accident that results in damage to either or both of the insured’s and another party’s vehicle (the another party being a “claimant”), the insurance company will typically assign a repair facility with the task of repairing the damaged vehicle(s) and obtaining a replacement rental vehicle for the insured (and/or claimant) while the insured’s (and/or claimant’s) ordinary vehicle is undergoing
repairs. To create and manage such rental vehicle reservations, the business partner computer system 112 communicates with the rental vehicle reservation management system 110 via data path 124.

It is important for the insurance company to track both the progress of a vehicle repair and the number of days that have been authorized for renting the replacement rental vehicle, thereby helping the insurance company contain costs when satisfying claims. That is, it is desirable for the insurance company to have the number of days authorized for a rental vehicle under the insurance policy match the number of days it takes to complete repairs to the insured’s/claimant’s ordinary vehicle. If it were to take a repair facility only 3 days to repair a rental vehicle, but the insurance company has authorized 5 days for a rental vehicle, then the insurance company may be placed in the position of unnecessarily paying for 2 days of a rental car.

To provide insurance company personnel (such as insurance adjusters) with this useful information, the rental vehicle reservation management system 110 is preferably configured to store the vehicle repair information that it receives from data server 108 (or information derived therefrom) and make it available to the insurance company computer system 112 via data path 124. Armed with this information, insurance adjusters will be able to more efficiently manage the processing of insurance claims.

To increase the automation of data flow in system 100, the data pump is configured to retrieve and upload vehicle repair information to the data server without human intervention. Similarly, it also preferred that the data server 108 be configured to automatically upload vehicle repair information to the rental vehicle reservation management system 110 without human intervention.

Although not shown in Figure 1, it should be noted that the APC process also typically includes electronic
communications from an insurance company computer system to
the repair facility computer system 102 (often by way of an
information provider such as CCC, Mitchell or other vendors in
the industry), whereby a repair facility is asked to prepare
an estimate for repairing a damaged vehicle.

Figure 2(a)-(d) depict various exemplary embodiments of
the repair facility computer system 102 that could be used in
the practice of the present invention. The repair facility
computer system 102 typically includes the standard computer
components of a CPU, RAM, hard disk drive(s), input devices
(e.g., keyboard and mouse), and a display screen. Figure 2(a)
depicts a software environment for such a system 102, wherein
the system 102 is configured with a BSMS software application
200 for managing repair orders (ROs) and an estimating system
software application 202 for managing repair estimates. Both
the BSMS system 200 and the estimating system 202 can be
standard commercially available software applications. For
example, the three major estimating systems available in the
art are provided by the companies ADP, CCC, and Mitchell.

Furthermore, there are approximately 10-12 major vendors of
BSMS systems.

Repair shop personnel can access the estimating system
202 in standard ways known in the art to generate a repair
estimate for repairing a damaged vehicle. Preferably, the
result of this process is a standardized set of files that
comply with a standard in the art known as the Estimate
Management Standard (EMS). The EMS format is set forth by the
Collision Industry Electronic Commerce Association (CIECA),
which is a non-profit organization that has promulgated data
interchange standards for players in the collision repair
industry. The preferred EMS format is that defined by CIECA
in the CIECA Estimate Management Standard Version 2.01 (or
Version 2.6 or other versions as they become available), the
entire disclosures of which are incorporated herein by
reference. With the EMS, each estimate is embodied by a set
of files which will be collectively referred to herein as an "EMS file". This EMS file is preferably stored on the repair facility computer system 102. Among a multitude of other data fields, EMS files include data fields that identify the estimated total labor hours and total costs that a repair facility believes are necessary to complete repairs of a damaged vehicle as well as data fields that identify the customer/driver whose vehicle is to be repaired, the repair facility where the vehicle is to be repaired, and the insurance information pertinent to that vehicle.

After an estimate is approved by an insurance adjuster (possibly after refinements thereof), a repair order for repairing the damaged vehicle is generated. To do so, repair facility personnel can access the BSMS system 200. Among the multitude of data fields that are present in an RO file are fields that identify a target completion date for completing repairs of the damaged vehicle and a current repair status for the damaged vehicle. It is expected that as a vehicle repair progresses, the RO file will be periodically updated to refine the target completion date (e.g., a forecast of 3 days is changed to 5 days if unexpected delays occur (such as a part taking longer than expected to arrive at the repair facility) or a forecast of 4 days being changed to 2 days because of repairs being performed ahead of schedule) and/or refine the vehicle repair status. At the current time, there is not a common standardized format for ROs as there is for estimates. Of the 10-12 commonly-used BSMS systems, most store RO data in a database of the BSMS using relational database techniques, such as ISAM database storage techniques and SQL database storage techniques.

As shown in Figures 1 and 2(a)-(d), a data pump 104 is preferably installed on the repair facility computer system 102. The data pump 104 is preferably a software agent that is configured to retrieve repair estimate data and RO data from the file system/database of the repair facility computer.
system, and upload the retrieved data to the data server 108. The data pump 104 can be configured to integrate with both the BSMS system 200 and EMS system 202 as shown in Figure 2(a). Alternatively, data pump 104 can be configured as an RO data pump 104a that integrates with the BSMS system 200 to retrieve and upload RO data and as an estimate data pump 104b that integrates with the estimating system 202 to retrieve and upload estimate data, as shown in Figure 2(b).

Further still, for a repair facility computer system 102 that either has chosen not to upload RO data or does not have a BSMS system, Figure 2(c) depicts an embodiment of a repair facility computer system 102 wherein only an estimate data pump 104b is installed. Similarly, Figure 2(d) depicts an embodiment of a repair facility computer system 102 wherein only a RO data pump 104a has been installed (either because that repair facility does not have an estimating system 202 or that repair facility has an estimating system 202 but does not upload estimate data to the data server 108).

Figure 3 depicts an exemplary process flow for the installation and operation of an RO data pump 104a on a repair facility computer system 102. RO pump 104a is preferably configured to extract relevant RO data from the BSMS database at scheduled intervals and transmit the extracted RO data to the data server. At step 300, the data pump 104a is installed on a repair facility computer system 102, preferably one that has access to a BSMS database, as shown in connection with Figures 2(a), (b) and (d). Preferably, step 300 is performed by downloading the RO data pump 104a from a remote server via network 106. Figure 15 depicts a preferred flow for this downloading process. At step 1500, the repair facility computer system 102 accesses a website maintained by the rental car company. A preferred example of such a website would be the ARMS/Automotive® website operated by Enterprise Rent-A-Car. Thereafter, at step 1502, the rental car company website passes the repair facility computer system to a
website page hosted by a provider of the data pump (for example, the operator of the data server 108 can serve as the data pump provider; although this need not be the case). From this page, a user of the repair facility computer system can preferably download the data pump 104 to the repair facility computer system 102 for installation thereon (step 1504). Alternatively, the repair facility computer system user can download the data pump directly from the website of the data pump provider. Further still, the data pump 104 could be installed onto the repair facility computer system 102 from a CD-ROM or other external media provided to the repair facility. It should also be noted that the pump can be configured with an auto-updating feature such that the pump will automatically download any updates thereto from website of the data pump provider should an updated version of the data pump become available.

Returning to Figure 3, following installation of the data pump on repair facility computer system, at step 302, a user of the repair facility computer system 102 can optionally configure the frequency with which the pump 104a will upload estimate and RO data to the data server. However, it should be noted that the pump 104a can be configured with a default frequency with which it retrieves and uploads estimate and RO data, thereby alleviating the need of the user to interact with the pump at step 302. Thereafter, the pump 104a runs in the background of the repair facility computer system (preferably as an NT/Windows service), and the pump monitors the current time versus its scheduled upload frequency to thereby determine whether it is time to retrieve and upload data to the data server (step 304).

At step 306, when the time arrives for the pump 104a to upload RO data, the pump 104a preferably executes a program provided by the BSMS. This program is referred to as a "plug-in" to the pump 104a. This plug-in is preferably the Repair Order Extract plug-in that is available from CynCast of
Anaheim Hills, California or from Value Added Resellers (VARs), for inclusion with the BSMS systems available from VARs such as Mitchell, ADP, and the like. As shown in Figure 18, the plug-in 1800 connects to the database 1802 of the repair facility computer system 102 and creates a fixed width ASCII text file that contains the data for all open RO files stored in the BSMS database 1802 as well as the data for all RO files stored in the BSMS database 1802 that have been closed within a predetermined number of previous days (e.g., the last 30 days of closed RO files). To retrieve this data, the plug-in 1800 is preferably configured to query the BSMS database for the RO data fields of interest. Preferably, this text file is configured such that each line of the text file corresponds to a different RO, and wherein a select subset of the data fields of a given RO are written on a given line in a standardized format. Among the data fields that are included for each RO line are a target completion date for completing repairs to the damaged vehicle and a vehicle repair status for that vehicle (as well as identifying data for the driver/customer whose vehicle is being repaired, for the repair facility, and for the relevant insurance claim). When the plug-in is finished creating the fixed width text file and writing the retrieved RO data thereto, control is returned to the pump 104a, wherein the file is ready for processing and upload.

Next, at step 308, the pump 104a zips up the text file and uploads the zipped text file to the data server 108 using a secure web service (e.g., the Star End Point web service as defined by the Star standards organization commonly used in the automobile dealership industry). Then, at step 310, a server side process on the data server 108 preferably opens the text file and writes the RO data into an appropriate database on the server 108.

Figure 4 depicts an exemplary process flow for the installation and operation of an EMS data pump 104b on a
repair facility computer system 102. EMS pump 104b is preferably configured to extract relevant EMS files from the estimating system’s database in either or both of two modes: an events mode or a scheduled mode, as explained below. At step 400, the data pump 104b is installed on a repair facility computer system 102, preferably one that has access to an estimating system database, as shown in connection with Figures 2(a)-(c). Preferably, step 400 is performed by downloading the EMS data pump 104b from a remote server via network 106 as shown in connection with Figure 15. At step 402, the pump 104b searches the repair facility computer system 102 to identify the estimate data for uploading (preferably in the form of EMS files). The pump 104b is preferably configured to search an appropriate file directory of the estimating system to find new or changed EMS files, wherein the appropriate file directory can be defined as a configurable parameter for the pump 104b based on what type of estimating system platform is used by the repair facility. The searching file path for locating EMS files is preferably defined during installation of the pump 104b on the repair facility computer system 102 and then built into the pump’s configuration file. At step 404, the pump 104 retrieves the identified EMS files from the file system of the repair facility computer system 102. At step 406, the pump 104b then assembles the retrieved EMS files into a predetermined format for uploading to the data server 108 via a web service (step 408). Preferably the pump creates a folder for each estimate, and then stores each file in that estimate’s EMS file set in the folder for that estimate.

Figure 5 depicts a preferred software architecture for the EMS data pump 104b. The code for pump 104b is preferably written using object-oriented C++ and the Standard Template Library (STL). The STL library is preferably based on the latest release version, using Visual Studio. However, as should be understood by those having ordinary skill in the
art, alternative programming languages could be used. Furthermore, the pump code also preferably uses the Windows 32 Application Programming Interface (API).

Pump 104b preferably comprises a system configuration component 500, a discoverer/watcher component 502, a scanner component 504, and an upload monitor/sender component 506. Together these components operate to retrieve EMS data from the repair facility computer system and upload them to the data server, preferably in the form of zipped EMS packages 508.

The discoverer/watcher 502 can be configured in either or both of two modes: an event mode and a polling mode. When in an event mode, the watcher 502 is configured to watch one or more specified file directories in the estimating system to look for new or changed EMS files. Upon detection of a new or changed EMS file, the watcher 502 then begins the pumping process of Figure 4 (steps 404, 406, and 408). The event mode can be implemented in any of several ways. For example, the WIN32 API provides for a notification API, which triggers when a change occurs in the directory of interest. As such, if the underlying operating system of the repair facility computer system 102 supports the WIN32 Notification API, the pump 104b could also be designed to include that API as a configurable option. However, the watcher 502 can also or alternatively be configured with a polling mechanism for polling the one or more estimating system file directories to determine whether a new or changed EMS file has been written thereto. It is believed by the inventors herein that the event mode will provide for more “real time” performance of the data pump 104b such that the latency between the time of EMS file creation/modification and the time of EMS file upload to the data server will be reduced relative to that of the polling mode. Thus, the discoverer/watcher 502 watches the provider directory for changes and/or new additions in the estimate data stored on repair facility computer system. Figure 6
depicts exemplary pseudo-code for the discoverer/watcher 502. As can be seen, upon discovering a new/changed EMS file, the watcher 502 copies that file to an inbox directory and notifies the scanner 504 of the copied file.

It should be noted that an EMS file is not copied when the file is locked. The locking of a file usually means that the file is either being written to or has been placed in an exclusive mode by the operating system because it is being processed. The watcher 502 preferably ignores these files altogether to avoid contention with the estimating system and with the underlying operating system.

The file table 700 maintained by the watcher 502 is preferably an STL Hash Map that contains the name of each EMS file and the date/time that each EMS file was last processed. The watcher 502 preferably synchronizes the file table against the files 702 copied to the inbox directory on each traversal of the local database, as shown in Figure 7, with the output of the comparison being a list 704 of new or changed EMS files. Thus, if the files previously known to the watcher 502 in file list 700 are files A, B and C, but a scan of the file system results in files A, B, C and D being copied to inbox directory 702, then the comparison process will result in the conclusion that File D is a new EMS file not previously encountered by the pump (as shown on list 704).

The scanner 504 is preferably configured to organize and validate EMS files. The scanner 504 is notified of changes to EMS files by listening for events generated by the watcher 502. The scanner 504 preferably scans the inbox directory in order to categorize and validate the EMS files uncovered by the watcher 502 on list 704. It should be remembered that each EMS file is actually a set of standardized files. To validate whether the EMS file includes all of the files in its set, the scanner 504 preferably accesses a validation table that lists all of the files that should be included in the EMS files of the major three estimating system platforms. If the
validation succeeds, the scanner 504 preferably creates a zipped package of the validated EMS files and places the zipped package in an outbox folder for uploading thereof by the upload monitor/sender 506. To create the zip packages 508, the scanner preferably uses a Saarch.dll file, which is an available COM library capable of creating the packages 508 in a PKZip format. Exemplary pseudo-code for scanner 504 is shown in Figure 8.

Preferably, only a single scanner 504 runs for the instance of the application. When the scanner 504 notifies the upload monitor 506, the scanner 504 preferably remains in a waiting state until the watcher 502 triggers the next change event.

The scanner 504 preferably categorizes the contents of the inbox directory by parsing the file names therein and matching each file to its parent "ENV" (or envelope file). The envelope file will always be available from all three major estimating systems. The scanner 504 preferably categorizes the files by an estimate identifier and by an estimate type to thereby identify both the particular repair estimate and the platform on which it was generated.

The upload monitor/sender 506 is configured to upload zipped packages 508 to the data server 108, preferably using a web service that encapsulates the zipped package(s) 508 in a SOAP envelope. Upload monitor 506 preferably runs in both a signaled state and an interval state, to thereby ensure that any packaged files 508 in the outbox are always delivered. The monitor 506 preferably scans the outbox looking for a "zip" package and a corresponding base64 text file (both of which are preferably provided by the scanner). The monitor 506 then preferably uploads any files found in the outbox. If the monitor 506 experiences more than a predetermined number of consecutive errors (e.g., more than 5 consecutive errors), it will preferably halt sending any packages until the next signal to wait period has elapsed.
When a package is transmitted, the monitor 506 preferably invokes the send on a different thread of execution, this thread using a Web Service Utility program. This web service preferably uses the available MSXML 4.0 component, which is used for the SOAP-based interaction and the TCP/IP Socket functionality of the web service calls. If MSXML is not already installed on the repair facility computer system 102, it can be added using the Windows Installer Package scheme during installation of the pump. The Web Service Utility preferably attempts to deliver the package for up to a predetermined amount of time (e.g., 5 minutes) unless an error occurs. When the timeout is reached, the Web Service Utility preferably logs an error and releases any of its resources. Upon successful upload, the Web Service Utility preferably deletes the zip package 508 and corresponding base64 text stream and shuts down.

The system configuration component 500 defines several configurable parameters that control the pump's manner of operation. Among the configurable parameters are a heart beat or ping schedule for allowing the data server to recognize that the pump is operational. The heart beat or ping is preferably invoked when the pump has been idle for more than a specified amount of time. Also configurable are the identifications of the directories in which the EMS files are stored on the repair facility computer system 102. Typically, these directories are also defined on a per vendor basis (e.g., the directory where ADP files would be found, where CCC files would be found and where Mitchell files would be found). Thus, the pump 104b preferably uses a configuration file that defines the file directories where EMS files can be found with each of the major 3 estimating system platforms. It should also be noted that the pump 104b can be configured to automatically select which file directories within the configuration file it will use in response to user input at the time of installation, wherein this user input defines
which estimating system platform that is used by the repair facility. The user can provide such input through an install wizard that could be included in the process flow of Figure 15. Examples of additional configuration settings are the name, email, phone number, computer system type and other identifying data for the repair facility in which the pump 104b is installed.

The data pump 104b preferably uses a factory-based pattern for the creation and subsequent destruction of all core-based objects. The manager factory preferably exposes itself as a singleton capable of managing the lifetime scope of each object from the created worker objects. Each provider is preferably encapsulated and owns a reference to the factory. The factory is preferably initialized and instantiated upon invocation of the pump. An event listener pattern is preferably used to notify objects of changes, which provides the ability for each first class object to receive "messages" or notifications of changes and triggers in the system. For instance, when the watcher 502 completes a cycle and finds a change, the watcher 502 notifies the scanner 504 for that provider that a change has occurred, thereby allowing the scanner 504 to be efficient in that it will only be invoked upon a signal from the watcher 502. The pattern is preferably accomplished by extensive use of shareable interfaces.

A singleton at the system level preferably manages all configuration settings. The configuration object is preferably available as a static object that is initialized at first invocation. The system level configuration object preferably manages all logging and system resources.

Because C++ does not inherently provide for the management of a thread of execution (as provided by, for example, Java or C#), a thread management object is preferably created to facilitate the use of threads. The threads are preferably created by inheriting from an abstract base class,
which provides for the implementation of a run method. The thread cycle is preferably managed by the thread object and ensures that the thread lifecycle completes and/or throws an appropriate error when an exceptional condition occurs. It should also be noted that the pump 104b is preferably configured such that the NT/Windows service is automatically stopped upon detection by the pump of an authentication error on the data server 108, thereby automatically stopping operation of the pump 104b.

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) depict exemplary process flows that occur in system 100 upon the creation of a new RO/EMS file or the updating of an existing RO/EMS file. Figure 9(a) corresponds to the process flow encountered upon the creating/updating of an EMS file, while Figure 9(b) corresponds to the process flow encountered upon the creating/updating of an RO file. As can be seen, both flows are largely identical albeit with the different underlying pumping mechanisms as described in connection with Figures 3-8.

At step 902, the repair facility 900 registers itself with the rental vehicle reservation management system 100 (preferably the ARMS system operated by Enterprise Rent-A-Car). Upon such enrollment, the repair facility is identified by the ARMS system using some form of identifier for the repair facility (step 904). Thereafter, the repair facility logs into the ARMS system and accesses a website available through the ARMS system to download the data pump 104 to its computer system 102 (step 906; see Figure 15). Next, at step 908, the repair facility’s information (name, address, etc.) is sent to the ARMS system (by way of data server 108) using an XML-based web services communication (preferably the RepairFacilityAdd() web service as shown in Figure 10). This message preferably includes an identifier for the repair facility that is used by data server 108.
As shown in Figure 10, upon receipt of the Repair Facility Add web service message, the ARMS system 110 attempts to match the new repair facility with a repair facility that is already stored in the ARMS database. If a match is found, the ARMS re-uses the existing repair facility identifier it already has stored for that repair facility (which preferably has already been created after steps 902 and 904). The ARMS system 110 then sets up a mapping between the repair facility identifier used by ARMS and the repair facility identifier used by the data server 108, thereby aiding future data transactions with the data server concerning that repair facility. Following step 908, the repair facility is identified by the ARMS system as a web service-enabled repair facility.

At step 910, a user of the repair facility computer system 102 creates or updates an RO/EMS file, and this created/updated RO/EMS file is stored in the repair facility’s local database (step 912). At this time, the data pump 104 operates to automatically retrieve the new/updated RO/EMS file and upload it to the data server as previously described in connection with Figures 3-8.

At step 916, the data server 108 then stores the uploaded RO/EMS file. Upon receipt of the RO/EMS data, the data server 108 queues that data for further processing. Data server 108 is preferably configured with a variety of business rules for processing and formatting the uploaded RO/EMS data. For example, the data server 108 is preferably configured to cleanse the RO/EMS data such that any data formatting inconsistencies between the data fields of the different estimating or BSMS platforms is resolved, thereby resulting in the data server 108 storing commonly formatted data (e.g., using a common date format such as mm/dd/yy for the target completion date). Furthermore, data server 108 can be configured to process received RO data to determine whether any changes have occurred with respect to an RO’s target
completion date or vehicle repair status. If a change in such data is detected, then the data server can cause the updated RO data to be communicated to the rental vehicle reservation management system 110 as described herein. Preferably, the data server 108 is also configured with a job scheduler that controls when the data server communicates the RO/EMS file to the ARMS system 110. Upon initiation by the job scheduler, the data server 108 then communicates the RO/EMS files to the ARMS system 110 using XML-based web services (preferably the Repair Order Add web service shown in Figure 10). As an example, the job scheduler can run a batch process every two hours that sends the queued RO/EMS data destined for the ARMS system 110 to the ARMS system 110. As shown in Figure 10, the Repair Order Add web service is triggered by a user of the repair facility computer system opening a new RO, creating a new EMS, or updating an existing EMS (while updates to ROs preferably trigger the Repair Delay Status Change web service also shown in Figure 10). Upon such events, the data server will receive the relevant RO/EMS file and forward it to the ARMS system 110 using a web service call.

Upon receipt of the Repair Order Add web service call, the ARMS system 110 then runs a matching process against the received RO/EMS file in an attempt to match the RO/EMS file to an existing rental ticket (step 920). A rental ticket will likely already exist in the ARMS system for a rental vehicle picked up by an insured or claimant; however, this will not always be the case. If the ARMS system is unable to pair the RO/EMS file with a rental ticket, then an identifier for that RO/EMS file is stored in an "orphans" list maintained by the ARMS system. The ARMS system will periodically run the matching process against the RO/EMS files on the orphans lists in an attempt to pair those files with rental tickets (wherein a rental ticket may have been opened for the insured/claimant since the time the matching process was last run against those RO/EMS files). Orphans can preferably be removed from the
list by a Repair Order Close web service call received from the data server for that RO/EMS file, or they can be purged from the list after some predetermined amount of time (e.g., 30 days, 90 days, or some other length of time). The matching process employed by the ARMS system 110 preferably operates by looking for matches between select fields of RO/EMS data and rental ticket data; these fields being preferably hierarchically arranged. For example, one matching metric that could be used would first filter the RO/EMS data and rental ticket data based on which repair facility is associated with the RO/EMS data and rental ticket, then secondly filter the RO/EMS data and rental ticket data based on the last name of the renter/person whose vehicle is undergoing repairs, and then thirdly filter the RO/EMS data and rental ticket data based on which insurance companies are associated with the RO/EMS data and rental tickets.

As a response to the Repair Order Add web service call, the ARMS system 110 preferably sends a responsive web service message back to the data server. If a matching rental ticket has been found for the RO/EMS file, this responsive message preferably includes a rental ticket identifier (e.g., rental ticket number) for the rental corresponding to the RO/EMS. The data server 108 can then update itself with the rental ticket information by associating that RO/EMS file with the rental ticket identifier. By doing so, as subsequent updates to that RO/EMS file are made and received by the data server 108, when the data server sends subsequent web service messages to the ARMS system corresponding to updates to those RO/EMS files, then the data server can also send the rental ticket identifier as part of the web service message, thereby alleviating the ARMS system of the need to perform the matching process.

Figure 10 also illustrates a Rental Add (aka Link Rental Agreement) web service exchange corresponding to this aspect of the process, triggered in this case by the ARMS system.
finding a paired rental ticket for an RO/EMS file on the orphans list. A scheduler on the ARMS system 110 preferably controls when the matching process is run against the orphan RO/EMS files on the orphans list.

At step 922, the RO/EMS data (or some subset of the RO/EMS data) is populated into the ARMS database. Preferably, the RO/EMS data that is stored by the ARMS system are the following fields: (1) from EMS data, the estimated labor hours and the estimated labor cost, and (2) from RO data, the vehicle’s repair status and target completion date for vehicle repairs. Furthermore, preferably the data is accompanied by a document type identifier that serves to flag whether the data is for an estimate or for a RO. This flag can be useful for informing the ARMS system whether a Repair Order Close web service will be needed (whereas estimates preferably do not need such a “close” order). However, it should be noted that more or less data could be stored by the ARMS system. For example, the ARMS system could be configured to store the EMS and RO data in their entireties. As another example, the ARMS system could be configured to store only the estimated labor hours and the estimated completion date for vehicle repairs.

Next, at step 924 this RO/EMS data becomes available for access by users of the business partner computer system 112 (such as insurance adjusters) when those users manage rental vehicle reservations for insureds and claimants through the ARMS system 110. Figures 17(a)-(c) depict an exemplary GUI screen 1700 that can be accessed by an insurance adjuster through the ARMS system, wherein the vehicle repair information is displayed thereon. In addition to a variety of other types of data pertinent to the management of a replacement rental vehicle reservation, screen 1700 preferably includes a notes section 1702. The ARMS system 110 is preferably configured to populate notes section 1702 with vehicle repair information obtained from the repair facilities in accordance with the teachings of the present invention.
For example, notes section 1702 can include lines 704 that correspond to information from an estimate (labor hours/labor cost). From such information, an adjuster can decide how long a rental should be authorized. As the estimate is revised and updated, notes section 1702 preferably includes the updated estimate information, as shown in lines 1706. Furthermore, as RO data becomes available, the notes section 1702 also preferably identifies relevant portions of that data as well (e.g., line 1708 which identifies a target completion date).

As the target completion date is updated, the screen 1700 will also preferably display such updates in notes section 1702.

By providing this vehicle repair information automatically to the insurance adjuster (and transparently from the perspective of the insurance adjuster), the ARMS system is able to keep insurance adjusters apprised of important information related to the rental vehicle reservations that they are managing. For example, from the displayed vehicle repair information, an adjuster can make decisions as to whether a rental’s authorization period should be extended or reduced. Also, the insurance adjuster will be able to spot potential problem cases via this vehicle repair information (such as cases where the estimated completion date for the vehicle repair is much longer than expected).

Figure 10 depicts several additional web service message exchanges between the data server 108 and the ARMS system 110. For example, the Repair Delay Status Change web service can be used to send RO updates to the ARMS system, thereby providing the ARMS system with an updated vehicle status and target completion dates for various repairs. The Repair Order Close web service message exchange occurs when the data server receives notification from the repair facility that a RO has been closed. If that RO has been linked with a rental ticket by ARMS, the ARMS system preferably updates the reservation file for that rental to reflect the closed RO. If no match has been found between the RO and a rental ticket, then the
data for that RO is purged from the orphans list. Lastly, a Rental Status web service message exchange is initiated when a repair facility requests rental contract information for an insured/claimant whose vehicle is undergoing repairs. Upon receipt of such a web service request, the ARMS system is preferably configured to respond with invoice information for the pertinent rental. In turn, the data server 108 can pass this information back to the repair facility. Optionally, the Rental Status web service can be a direct repair facility-to-ARMS communication.

Figure 11 depicts the preferred system 100, wherein the rental vehicle reservation management system 110 comprises a first embodiment of the ARMS system. The above-referenced and incorporated U.S. patent 7,275,038 describes the operation of the ARMS system of Figure 11 in greater detail (see Figure 1 of the '038 patent and the related description therein). In addition to the features of the ARMS system of the '038 patent, the ARMS system of Figure 11 preferably also includes a server 1100 configured to host a website that interfaces with external authorized computers (e.g., an authorized repair facility computer system 102 or an authorized data server 108) with the database 40 (or optionally a database within mainframe 32). In the environment of the Figure 1 embodiment of the present invention, the matching process software for pairing vehicle repair information with rental tickets is preferably resident on server 1100, wherein server 1100 matches the received vehicle repair information with rental information stored in database 40 in an attempt to find matching pairs between the two.

Figure 12 depicts the preferred system 100, wherein the rental vehicle reservation management system 110 comprises a second embodiment of the ARMS system. The above-referenced and incorporated 09/694,050 patent application describes the operation of the ARMS system of Figure 12 in greater detail (see Figure 3 of the 09/694,050 application and the related
description therein). In addition to the features of the ARMS system of the 09/694,050 patent application, the ARMS system of Figure 12 preferably also includes a server 1100 configured to host a website that interfaces external authorized computers (e.g., an authorized repair facility computer system 102 or an authorized data server 108) with the database 80 (or optionally database 78). In the environment of the Figure 1 embodiment of the present invention, the matching process software for pairing vehicle repair information with rental tickets is preferably resident on server 1100 as explained above.

Figure 13 depicts a preferred system 100 wherein the rental vehicle reservation management system 110 employs a web services connector 1300 to receive and translate the web service calls shown in Figure 10. With reference to Figures 11 and 12, the web services connector 1300 can be resident on server 1100 of the ARMS system. Web services connector 1300 of Figure 13 is preferably configured to interface communications over the network 106 from one or more business partners (e.g., data servers 108 or repair facilities 102) with the rental car company’s back end processing application(s), preferably Java processing using Enterprise Java Beans (EJBs). This backend processing is preferably implemented on server 1100 as described herein. Thus, with the web services connector 1300 of Figure 13, a business partner who is web services-enabled with respect to the rental car company can effectively communicate with server 1100. It should also be noted that the data server 108 may also be configured to communicate vehicle repair information to the ARMS system using techniques other than XML-based web services (e.g., FTP, HTTP or email communications). As such, Figure 13 also depicts a data server 108 that communicates with the ARMS system 110 using web communications, but not web services.

Figure 14 further details how the web service message exchanges between the data server 108 and the ARMS system 110
can be achieved. The basic manner of operation for the arrangement of Figure 14 is described in above-referenced parent U.S. patent application 10/865,116. With the embodiment of Figure 14, the arrangement would be tailored for the process flow of Figure 10. As shown, in Figure 14, a business partner such as data server 108 can send a document 1406 over network 106 to the rental car company’s computer system 110 (preferably to server 1100 as shown in Figure 11). The document 1406 is a message of variable length and variable format, preferably an XML document. The XML document 1406 is also preferably enclosed in a wrapper such as a Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) envelope 1404 and delivered over the network using the http protocol. In such an implementation, the http protocol can include a SOAP action line that specifies the type of web service operation being requested by the document 1406.

So that the data server 108 may know how to properly communicate data with the web service connector 1300, a web service specification document 1412 is preferably made known to both the operator of the data server 108 and the rental car company. The web service specification document 1412, which is preferably a Web Service Description Language (WSDL) document 1412 describes the types of web service operations available from the rental car company, describes where to find the web service, and describes the data requirements for successfully communicating with the web service. In a preferred embodiment, an XML schema 1414 comprises part of the WSDL document 1412. The XML schema 1414 describes these data requirements. A preferred WSDL document 1412 for use with the present invention can be generated using ordinary skill in the art upon a review of the teachings herein and readily-known CIECA standards.

Using the WSDL document 1412, a technician of the data server 108 can appropriately program the data server 108 to format outgoing messages destined for the rental car company
such that the data requirements of the XML schema 1414 are met. The technician can also program the data server 108 such that web service requests from the data server 108 are directed to the appropriate URL of the rental car company's web service, which is also identified in the WSDL document 1412. The data server 108 can achieve this task with a web services communication interface 1400 that functions similarly to the web services connector 1300, albeit the communication interface 1400 may optionally (if necessary) format outgoing data from the data format of the business partner's back end system 1402 to the XML format of the WSDL document 1412.

If multiple data servers 108 are employed in system 100, it can then be expected that different data servers 108 will use slightly different formatting for their XML documents 1406, typically driven by each data server's own business needs. To accommodate such flexibility on the part of its business partners, the rental car company preferably uses a common format translator 1408. Upon receipt of the XML document 1406, the common format translator 1408, which is preferably a servlet within web service connector 1300, operates to translate each received XML document to a common XML format. Thus, any formatting heterogeneities between XML documents of different data servers can be eliminated by the translator 1408. To commonly format the received XML documents 1406, the translator 202 preferably accesses a translation guide such as an Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation (XSLT) style sheet 1410. The XSLT style sheet 1410 defines how to map each data server's XML document to an XML document of the common format desired by the web service connector 1300. A separate XSLT style sheet 1410 can be maintained for each data server, if desired.

The translated XML document 1416 produced by translator 1408 is received by web service servlet 1418. Web service servlet 1418 functions to identify, using WSDL document 1412, the web service operation that corresponds to XML document
1416. Examples of preferred inbound web service operations supported by a preferred embodiment of the invention include those shown in Figure 10. WSDL 1412 defines the data requirements for interacting with each of these web service operations.

Once the proper web service operation for the XML document has been identified, the XML data of XML document 1416 is passed to transformer software 1420 which operates to transform the XML data of the XML document 1416 to one or more data objects of the format supported by the backend processing of server 1100. To achieve this transformation, the transformer 1420 preferably accesses the WSDL document 1412 to identify how to appropriately map the XML data into Java objects 1422. In a preferred embodiment, the transformer software 1420 is a serialization/deserialization component that functions to transform the XML data of XML document 1416 into one or more Java objects 1422 that are passed to the business logic resident on the backend of server 1100. As mentioned above, additional details regarding the architecture of Figure 14 are described in the parent 10/865,116 patent application.

It should also be noted that the data server 108 can be configured to perform a filtering operation on the vehicle repair data that it receives from a repair facility such that only a plurality of pre-selected data fields within the vehicle repair data are passed on to the reservation management computer system 110 (rather than all of the fields in the vehicle repair data). For example, this filter can limit the delivery of data to the reservation management computer system 110 to pre-selected data fields such as labor hours, labor costs, estimated completion date, etc. In addition to any of the data fields described such as the ones described above, the following data fields in the vehicle repair data can also be allowed to pass the filter: (1) assignment date, (2) original estimate date, (3) date-in, (4)
repair start date, (5) supplement identifier, (6) date(s) of the corresponding supplements, (7) point of impact, (8) vehicle driveability status (e.g., driveable or non-driveable), and (9) year, make, model and series (YMMSS) for the vehicle. Of course, it should be noted that different practitioners of the invention may be interested in the receipt of different data fields of the vehicle repair data, and they may configure a filter based on those interests.

Furthermore, a filter can be employed by the data server 108 such that less than all of the repair estimates and/or repair orders are communicated to the reservation management system. It can be expected that many of the repair estimates and repair orders retrieved by the data pump and uploaded to the data server will not pertain to replacement rental vehicles under management by the reservation management system. Thus, it is preferred that the data server 108 perform a filtering operation on the vehicle repair data it receives to limit the vehicle repair data that gets forwarded on the reservation management computer system. Such filtering can be done in any of a number of ways. For example, in estimate files, there is a field that identifies the insurance company to which the estimate is applicable. The filter can be configured to read this field and include/exclude files for transmission to the reservation management computer system based on the content of this field within each estimate. In this manner, the reservation management computer system can limits its receipt of vehicle repair data to only vehicle repair data pertaining to insurance companies who manage their customers' replacement rentals through the reservation management computer system.

Another example of a filtering operation that can be performed by the data server is a filtering operation to remove or redact "personally identifiable" information from the vehicle repair data that gets communicated to the reservation management system. Examples of "personally
identifiable" information include names, telephone numbers, addresses, social security numbers, credit card numbers, etc. To the extent that such information is present in the vehicle repair data, a filter can be employed to remove or redact that information. For example, a data field for driver name that is populated by "John Smith" can be redacted by the filter to read "John S****". Similarly, the telephone number "314-555-5555" could be redacted to read "***-***-5555". Furthermore, the filter could also operate to remove this data entirely.

Further still, any reports that are generated from the vehicle repair data could similarly have their personally identifiable information filtered therefrom.

While it is preferred that the data server 108 perform these filtering operations, it should also be noted that the data pump 104 could also be configured to perform such filtering if desired by a practitioner of the invention.

Further still, it should be noted that the respective components of system 100 can be configured to perform encryption and decryption operations on the data it communicates/receives such that the data flowing over paths 120, 122, and 124 is secure. Secure socket technology can also be used for this purpose.

Various changes and modifications to the preferred embodiment as explained herein would be envisioned by those of skill in the art. For example, as shown in Figure 16, the data server 108 may optionally be eliminated from the system 100. In such cases, the data pump 104 would be modified to upload its RO/EMS files directly to the ARMS system 110 via path 1600 (preferably still using the messaging flow of Figure 10). Further still, the system could be configured where some repair facilities send their RO/EMS data to the ARMS system 110 using the data server 108, while other repair facilities pump their RO/EMS information directly to the ARMS system 110, thereby bypassing the data server 108. Further still, while there is not currently a standardized format for RO files as
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there is with the EMS format for estimates, it should be noted that if such a standardized RO format is developed in the future, then the RO pump 104a could be configured largely like the estimate pump 104b described herein, albeit being configured to retrieve pertinent RO files from the BSMS file directory. These and other changes and modifications should be considered as part of the invention, and the invention should be considered as limited only by the scope of any claims drawn thereto and their legal equivalents.
The embodiments of the present invention for which an exclusive property or privilege is claimed are defined as follows:

1. A system for communicating vehicle repair data among a plurality of parties, the system comprising:
   
a first computer system associated with a repair facility, wherein the repair facility computer system comprises a body shop management system for managing a plurality of repair orders for vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility, the body shop management system comprising a database in which repair order data is stored, wherein the repair order data is stored in the database as relational data having a plurality of fields;

   a second computer system, wherein the second computer system comprises a data server; and

   a reservation management computer system for communicating with the data server over a computer network, the reservation management computer system configured to create and manage a plurality of replacement rental vehicle reservations corresponding to at least a plurality of the vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility in response to input from a remote computer;

   wherein the repair facility computer system is in communication with the second computer system over a network;

   wherein the repair facility computer system is configured to execute a software application; and

   wherein the software application comprises a repair order data pump, the repair order data pump configured to (1) run on the repair facility computer system as a background service of the repair facility computer system to automatically connect to the body shop management system on a scheduled basis without human intervention, and (2) in response to a connection with the body shop management system, (i) automatically query the database for new and updated repair order data without human intervention to thereby identify new and updated repair order data relative to a previous retrieval operation by querying the database for (a) all repair orders that have a data field indicative of an open status, and (b) all repair orders that have a data
field indicative of a closed status, wherein the closed status was achieved within a predetermined number of previous days, (ii) automatically retrieve the identified new and updated repair order data from the database in response to the query without human intervention, and (iii) automatically send the retrieved repair order data to the second computer system over the network without human intervention to thereby achieve a transmission of vehicle repair data to the second computer system without requiring a user of the repair facility computer system to enter repair order data into an application other than the body shop management system;

wherein the data server is further configured to send vehicle repair data received from the software application and pertaining to a plurality of replacement rental vehicle reservations managed by the reservation management computer system to the reservation management computer system via the computer network; and

wherein the reservation management computer system is further configured to (1) receive the vehicle repair data sent to it from the data server, and (2) perform a plurality of management operations on replacement rental vehicle reservations using the vehicle repair data received from the data server, the management operations including a plurality of extensions of a plurality of replacement rental vehicle reservations based on the new and updated vehicle repair data retrieved from the database by the repair order data pump.

2. The system of claim 1 wherein the reservation management computer system is further configured to interact with the data server and at least one of a plurality of remote computers using web services communications.

3. The system of claim 2 wherein the reservation management computer system and the data server are configured to interact with each other via a plurality of web services transactions, the web services transactions comprising a repair order add web services transaction, a rental add web services transaction, a repair delay status change web services transaction, a repair order close web services transaction, and a rental status web services transaction.
4. The system of claim 1 wherein the repair order data pump is further configured to automatically send only a plurality of predetermined data fields of the identified new and updated repair order data to the second computer system over the network without human intervention.

5. The system of claim 1 wherein the repair facility computer system further comprises an estimating system for managing a plurality of vehicle repair estimates for vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility, the estimating system configured to store a plurality of estimate management standard (EMS) files corresponding to a plurality of vehicle repair estimates for vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility in a file directory of the repair facility computer system, the EMS files storing labor hours estimation data that comprises an estimate as to how many labor hours are needed to complete repairs to at least one vehicle undergoing repair at the repair facility, wherein the software application further comprises an EMS data pump, the EMS data pump comprising a configuration file, the EMS data pump configured to (1) run on the repair facility computer system, without human intervention, in at least one member of the group consisting of an event mode and a polling mode, and (2) in response to running, (i) automatically identify the file directory where the EMS files are stored without human intervention based on data in the configuration file, (ii) automatically search the identified file directory for new and updated EMS file data, (iii) automatically retrieve the new and updated EMS file data without human intervention in response to the search, and (iv) automatically send the retrieved EMS file data to the second computer system over the network without human intervention to thereby achieve a transmission of vehicle repair data to the second computer system without requiring a user of the repair facility computer system to enter estimate data into an application other than the estimating system.

6. The system of claim 1 wherein the data server is further configured to perform a filtering operation on the received vehicle repair data to limit the received vehicle repair data that gets sent to the reservation management computer system.
7. The system of claim 1 wherein the reservation management computer system is further configured to perform a matching operation on the vehicle repair data it receives from the data server to pair the vehicle repair data with any existing replacement rental vehicle reservations.

8. The system of claim 1 wherein the repair order data pump is further configured to perform a filtering operation on the retrieved data to limit the retrieved data that gets sent to the data server.

9. A system for communicating vehicle repair data among a plurality of parties, the system comprising:
   
a first computer system associated with a repair facility, wherein the repair facility computer system comprises a body shop management system for managing a plurality of repair orders for vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility, the body shop management system comprising a database in which repair order data is stored, wherein the repair order data is stored in the database as relational data having a plurality of fields;
   
a second computer system, wherein the second computer system comprises a reservation management computer system, the reservation management computer system configured to create and manage a plurality of replacement rental vehicle reservations corresponding to at least a plurality of the vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility in response to input from a remote computer,
   
wherein the repair facility computer system is in communication with the second computer system over a network;

   wherein the repair facility computer system is configured to execute a software application; and

   wherein the software application comprises a repair order data pump, the repair order data pump configured to (1) run on the repair facility computer system as a background service of the repair facility computer system to automatically connect to the body shop management system on a scheduled basis without human intervention, and (2) in response to a connection with the body shop management system, (i) automatically query the database for new and
updated repair order data without human intervention to thereby identify new and updated repair order data relative to a previous retrieval operation by querying the database for (a) all repair orders that have a data field indicative of an open status, and (b) all repair orders that have a data field indicative of a closed status, wherein the closed status was achieved within a predetermined number of previous days, (ii) automatically retrieve the identified new and updated repair order data from the database in response to the query without human intervention, and (iii) automatically send the retrieved repair order data to the second computer system over the network without human intervention to thereby achieve a transmission of vehicle repair data to the second computer system without requiring a user of the repair facility computer system to enter repair order data into an application other than the body shop management system;

wherein the reservation management computer system is further configured to (1) receive the vehicle repair data sent to it from the software application, and (2) perform a plurality of management operations on replacement rental vehicle reservations using the vehicle repair data received from the software application, the management operations including a plurality of extensions of a plurality of replacement rental vehicle reservations based on the new and updated vehicle repair data retrieved from the database by the repair order data pump.

10. The system of claim 9 wherein the repair order data pump is further configured to perform a filtering operation on the retrieved data to limit the retrieved data that gets sent to the reservation management computer system.

11. The system of claim 9 wherein the reservation management computer system is further configured to perform a matching operation on the vehicle repair data it receives from the repair facility computer system to pair the vehicle repair data with any existing replacement rental vehicle reservations.

12. A system for communicating vehicle repair data among a plurality of parties, the system comprising:
a first computer system associated with a repair facility, wherein the repair facility
computer system comprises an estimating system for managing a plurality of vehicle repair
estimates for vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility, the estimating system configured to
store a plurality of estimate management standard (EMS) files corresponding to a plurality of
vehicle repair estimates for vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility in a file directory of
the repair facility computer system, the EMS files storing labor hours estimation data that
comprises an estimate as to how many labor hours are needed to complete repairs to at least one
vehicle undergoing repair at the repair facility, wherein each EMS file stored in the file directory
that is a valid EMS file comprises a plurality of constituent standardized files; and

wherein the repair facility computer system is in communication with a second computer
system over a network;

wherein the repair facility computer system is configured to execute a software
application; and

wherein the software application further comprises an EMS data pump, the EMS data
pump comprising a configuration file, the EMS data pump configured to (1) run on the repair
facility computer system, without human intervention, in at least one member of the group
consisting of an event mode and a polling mode, and (2) in response to running, (i) automatically
identify the file directory where the EMS files are stored without human intervention based on
data in the configuration file, (ii) automatically search the identified file directory for new and
updated EMS file data relative to a previous retrieval operation, (iii) automatically retrieve the
new and updated EMS file data without human intervention in response to the search, and (iv)
automatically send the retrieved EMS file data to the second computer system over the network
without human intervention to thereby achieve a transmission of vehicle repair data to the second
computer system without requiring a user of the repair facility computer system to enter estimate
data into an application other than the estimating system; and

wherein the EMS data pump further comprises a validation table and a component, the
component being configured to validate whether each retrieved EMS file includes all of its
constituent standardized files based on a reference to the validation table.
13. The system of claim 12 wherein the EMS data pump is configured to run in the event mode, and wherein the EMS data pump comprises a notification application programming interface (API) for detecting when a change occurs in the file directory to thereby trigger the EMS data pump to run.

14. The system of claim 12 wherein the EMS data pump comprises a component configured to (1) maintain a first list of previously retrieved EMS files, the first list including an identification corresponding to when the previously retrieved EMS files were last retrieved, (2) generate a second list of EMS files currently in the file directory, and (3) compare the first list with the second list to identify the new and updated EMS files for retrieval.

15. The system of claim 12 wherein the EMS data pump further comprises a component that is configured to automatically send the retrieved EMS file data to the second computer system as a web service communication.

16. The system of claim 12 further comprising a reservation management computer system, wherein the second computer system comprises a data server, the reservation management computer system for communicating with the data server over a computer network, the reservation management computer system configured to create and manage a plurality of replacement rental vehicle reservations corresponding to at least a plurality of the vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility in response to input from a remote computer;

wherein the data server is further configured to send vehicle repair data received from the software application and pertaining to a replacement rental vehicle reservation managed by the reservation management computer system to the reservation management computer system via the computer network; and

wherein the reservation management computer system is further configured to (1) receive the vehicle repair data sent to it from the data server, and (2) perform a plurality of management operations on replacement rental vehicle reservations using the vehicle repair data received from
the data server, the management operations including an extension of a replacement rental vehicle reservation based on the vehicle repair data from a validated EMS file retrieved from the file directory by the EMS data pump.

17. The system of claim 16 wherein the data server is further configured to perform a filtering operation on the received vehicle repair data to limit the received vehicle repair data that gets sent to the reservation management computer system.

18. The system of claim 16 wherein the reservation management computer system is further configured to perform a matching operation on the vehicle repair data it receives from the data server to pair the vehicle repair data with any existing replacement rental vehicle reservations.

19. The system of claim 16 wherein the EMS data pump is further configured to perform a filtering operation on the retrieved data to limit the retrieved data that gets sent to the data server.

20. The system of claim 16 wherein the reservation management computer system is further configured to interact with the data server and at least one of a plurality of remote computers using web services communications.

21. The system of claim 20 wherein the reservation management computer system and the data server are configured to interact with each other via a plurality of web services transactions, the web services transactions comprising a repair order add web services transaction, a rental add web services transaction, a repair delay status change web services transaction, a repair order close web services transaction, and a rental status web services transaction.

22. The system of claim 12 further comprising the second computer system, wherein the second computer system comprises a reservation management computer system, the reservation management computer system configured to create and manage a plurality of replacement rental
vehicle reservations corresponding to at least a plurality of the vehicles undergoing repair at the
repair facility in response to input from a remote computer;

wherein the reservation management computer system is further configured to (1) receive
the vehicle repair data sent to it from the software application, and (2) perform a plurality of
management operations on replacement rental vehicle reservations using the vehicle repair data
received from the software application, the management operations including an extension of a
replacement rental vehicle reservation based on the vehicle repair data from a validated EMS file
retrieved from the file directory by the EMS data pump.

23. The system of claim 22 wherein the EMS data pump is further configured to perform a
filtering operation on the retrieved data to limit the retrieved data that gets sent to the reservation
management computer system.

24. The system of claim 22 wherein the reservation management computer system is further
configured to perform a matching operation on the vehicle repair data it receives from the repair
facility computer system to pair the vehicle repair data with any existing replacement rental
vehicle reservations.

25. The system of claim 12 wherein the configuration file comprises a configurable
parameter for identifying a platform of the estimating system used by the repair facility computer
system, the configurable parameter identifying where in the file directory that the EMS data
pump is to perform the search.

26. A computer-implemented method for communicating vehicle repair data among a
plurality of parties, the method comprising:

executing a software application on a repair facility computer system, wherein the repair
facility computer system comprises a body shop management system for managing a plurality of
repair orders for vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility, the body shop management
system comprising a database in which repair order data is stored, wherein the repair order data
is stored in the database as relational data having a plurality of fields, the vehicle repair data comprising labor hours estimation data that comprises an estimate as to how many labor hours are needed to complete repairs to at least one vehicle undergoing repair at the repair facility, and wherein the software application comprises a repair order data pump; and

wherein the software application executing step comprises the repair order data pump (1) running on the repair facility computer system as a background service of the repair facility computer system to automatically connect to the body shop management system on a scheduled basis without human intervention, and (2) in response to connecting with the body shop management system, (i) automatically querying the database for new and updated repair order data without human intervention to thereby identify new and updated repair order data relative to a previous retrieval operation by querying the database for (a) all repair orders that have a data field indicative of an open status, and (b) all repair orders that have a data field indicative of a closed status, wherein the closed status was achieved within a predetermined number of previous days, (ii) automatically retrieving the identified new and updated repair order data from the database in response to the query without human intervention, the retrieved repair order data including labor hours estimation data for at least one vehicle undergoing repair at the repair facility, and (iii) automatically sending the retrieved repair order data to a second computer system over a network without human intervention to thereby achieve a transmission of vehicle repair data to the second computer system without requiring a user of the repair facility computer system to enter repair order data into an application other than the body shop management system, wherein the second computer system comprises a data server, the data server in communication with a reservation management computer system via a computer network, the reservation management computer system configured to create and manage a plurality of replacement rental vehicle reservations corresponding to at least a plurality of the vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility in response to input from a remote computer, the method further comprising:
the data server sending vehicle repair data received from the software application and pertaining to a plurality of replacement rental vehicle reservations managed by the reservation management computer system to the reservation management computer system via the computer network; and

the reservation management computer system (1) receiving the vehicle repair data sent to it from the data server, and (2) performing a plurality of management operations on replacement rental vehicle reservations using the vehicle repair data received from the data server, the management operations including a plurality of extensions of a plurality of replacement rental vehicle reservations based on the new and updated vehicle repair data retrieved from the database by the repair order data pump.

27. The method of claim 26 further comprising the reservation management computer system interacting with the data server and at least one of a plurality of remote computers using web services communications.

28. The method of claim 27 wherein the interacting step comprises the reservation management computer system and the data server are interacting with each other via a plurality of web services transactions, the web services transactions comprising a repair order add web services transaction, a rental add web services transaction, a repair delay status change web services transaction, a repair order close web services transaction, and a rental status web services transaction.

29. The method of claim 26 further comprising performing a filtering operation on the vehicle repair data such that only a plurality of pre-selected data fields of the vehicle repair data are received by the reservation management computer system.

30. The method of claim 29 wherein the filtering operation is performed by the data server.
31. The method of claim 29 wherein the filtering operation is performed by the repair order data pump.

32. The method of claim 26 further comprising the reservation management computer system performing a matching operation on the vehicle repair data it receives from the data server to pair the vehicle repair data with any existing replacement rental vehicle reservations.

33. A computer-implemented method for communicating vehicle repair data among a plurality of parties, the method comprising:

   executing a software application on a repair facility computer system, wherein the repair facility computer system comprises a body shop management system for managing a plurality of repair orders for vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility, the body shop management system comprising a database in which repair order data is stored, wherein the repair order data is stored in the database as relational data having a plurality of fields, the vehicle repair data comprising labor hours estimation data that comprises an estimate as to how many labor hours are needed to complete repairs to at least one vehicle undergoing repair at the repair facility, and wherein the software application comprises a repair order data pump; and

   wherein the software application executing step comprises the repair order data pump (1) running on the repair facility computer system as a background service of the repair facility computer system to automatically connect to the body shop management system on a scheduled basis without human intervention, and (2) in response to connecting with the body shop management system, (i) automatically querying the database for new and updated repair order data without human intervention to thereby identify new and updated repair order data relative to a previous retrieval operation by querying the database for (a) all repair orders that have a data field indicative of an open status, and (b) all repair orders that have a data field indicative of a closed status, wherein the closed status was achieved within a predetermined number of previous days, (ii) automatically retrieving the identified new and updated repair order data from the database in response to the query without human intervention, the retrieved repair order data including labor hours estimation data for at least one vehicle undergoing repair at the repair
facility, and (iii) automatically sending the retrieved repair order data to a second computer system over a network without human intervention to thereby achieve a transmission of vehicle repair data to the second computer system without requiring a user of the repair facility computer system to enter repair order data into an application other than the body shop management system, wherein the second computer system comprises a reservation management computer system, the reservation management computer system configured to create and manage a plurality of replacement rental vehicle reservations corresponding to at least a plurality of the vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility in response to input from a remote computer, the method further comprising:

the reservation management computer system (1) receiving the vehicle repair data sent to it from the software application, and (2) performing a plurality of management operations on replacement rental vehicle reservations using the vehicle repair data received from the software application, the management operations including a plurality of extensions of a plurality of replacement rental vehicle reservations based on the new and updated vehicle repair data retrieved from the database by the repair order data pump.

34. The method of claim 33 further comprising performing a filtering operation on the vehicle repair data such that only a plurality of pre-selected data fields of the vehicle repair data are received by the reservation management computer system.

35. The method of claim 34 wherein the filtering operation is performed by the repair order data pump.

36. The method of claim 33 further comprising the reservation management computer system performing a matching operation on the vehicle repair data it receives from the repair facility computer system to pair the vehicle repair data with any existing replacement rental vehicle reservations.
37. The method of claim 33 wherein the software application executing step further comprises the repair order data pump automatically sending only a plurality of predetermined data fields of the identified new and updated repair order data to the second computer system over the network without human intervention.

38. The method of claim 33 wherein the repair facility computer system further comprises an estimating system for managing a plurality of vehicle repair estimates for vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility, the estimating system configured to store a plurality of estimate management standard (EMS) files corresponding to a plurality of vehicle repair estimates for vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility in a file directory of the repair facility computer system, the EMS files storing the labor hours estimation data, wherein the software application further comprises an EMS data pump, the EMS data pump comprising a configuration file, and wherein the software application executing step further comprises the EMS data pump (1) running on the repair facility computer system, without human intervention, in at least one member of the group consisting of an event mode and a polling mode, and (2) in response to running, (i) automatically identifying the file directory where the EMS files are stored without human intervention based on data in the configuration file, (ii) automatically searching the identified file directory for new and updated EMS file data, (iii) automatically retrieving the new and updated EMS file data without human intervention in response to the search, and (iv) automatically sending the retrieved EMS file data to the second computer system over the network without human intervention to thereby achieve a transmission of vehicle repair data to the second computer system without requiring a user of the repair facility computer system to enter estimate data into an application other than the estimating system.

39. The method of claim 33 further comprising:
   accessing a server on which the software application is stored;
   downloading the software application to the repair facility computer system; and
   installing the downloaded software application on the repair facility computer system; and
wherein the executing step comprises the repair facility computer system automatically executing the installed software application without human intervention.

40. The method of claim 39 further comprising:

accessing, with the repair facility computer system, a page of a website maintained by a rental car company, the website being configured to pass the repair facility computer system to the server.

41. The method of claim 40 wherein the server is operated by a third party.

42. A computer-implemented method for communicating vehicle repair data among a plurality of parties, the method comprising:

executing a software application on a repair facility computer system, wherein the repair facility computer system comprises an estimating system for managing a plurality of vehicle repair estimates for vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility, the estimating system configured to store a plurality of estimate management standard (EMS) files corresponding to a plurality of vehicle repair estimates for vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility in a file directory of the repair facility computer system, the EMS files storing labor hours estimation data that comprises an estimate as to how many labor hours are needed to complete repairs to at least one vehicle undergoing repair at the repair facility, wherein each EMS file stored in the file directory that is a valid EMS file comprises a plurality of constituent standardized files, and wherein the software application further comprises an EMS data pump, the EMS data pump comprising a configuration file; and

wherein the software application executing step further comprises the EMS data pump (1) running on the repair facility computer system, without human intervention, in at least one member of the group consisting of an event mode and a polling mode, and (2) in response to running, (i) automatically identifying the file directory where the EMS files are stored without human intervention based on data in the configuration file, (ii) automatically searching the identified file directory for new and updated EMS file data relative to a previous retrieval
operation, (iii) automatically retrieving the new and updated EMS file data without human intervention in response to the search, the retrieved EMS file data including labor hours estimation data for at least one vehicle undergoing repair at the repair facility, and (iv) automatically sending the retrieved EMS file data to a second computer system over a network without human intervention to thereby achieve a transmission of vehicle repair data to the second computer system without requiring a user of the repair facility computer system to enter estimate data into an application other than the estimating system; and

wherein the EMS data pump further comprises a validation table, and wherein the software application executing step comprises a component of the EMS data pump validating whether each retrieved EMS file includes all of its constituent standardized files based on a reference to the validation table.

43. The method of claim 42 wherein running step comprises the EMS data pump running in the event mode, and wherein the EMS data pump comprises a notification application programming interface (API), the notification API detecting when a change occurs in the file directory to thereby trigger the EMS data pump to run.

44. The method of claim 42 wherein the software application executing step comprises a component of the EMS data pump (1) maintaining a first list of previously retrieved EMS files, the first list including an identification corresponding to when the previously retrieved EMS files were last retrieved, (2) generating a second list of EMS files currently in the file directory, and (3) comparing the first list with the second list to identify the new and updated EMS files for retrieval.

45. The method of claim 42 wherein the software application executing step comprises a component of the EMS data pump automatically sending the retrieved EMS file data to the second computer system as a web service communication.
46. The method of claim 42 wherein the second computer system comprises a data server in communication with a reservation management computer system via a computer network, the reservation management computer system configured to create and manage a plurality of replacement rental vehicle reservations corresponding to at least a plurality of the vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility in response to input from a remote computer, the method further comprising:

   the data server sending vehicle repair data received from the software application and pertaining to a replacement rental vehicle reservation managed by the reservation management computer system to the reservation management computer system via the computer network; and

   the reservation management computer system (1) receiving the vehicle repair data sent to it from the data server, and (2) performing a plurality of management operations on replacement rental vehicle reservations using the vehicle repair data received from the data server, the management operations including an extension of a replacement rental vehicle reservation based on the vehicle repair data from a validated EMS file retrieved from the file directory by the EMS data pump.

47. The method of claim 46 further comprising the reservation management computer system interacting with the data server and at least one of a plurality of remote computers using web services communications.

48. The method of claim 47 wherein the interacting step comprises the reservation management computer system and the data server are interacting with each other via a plurality of web services transactions, the web services transactions comprising a repair order add web services transaction, a rental add web services transaction, a repair delay status change web services transaction, a repair order close web services transaction, and a rental status web services transaction.
49. The method of claim 46 further comprising performing a filtering operation on the vehicle repair data such that only a plurality of pre-selected data fields of the vehicle repair data are received by the reservation management computer system.

50. The method of claim 49 wherein the filtering operation is performed by the data server.

51. The method of claim 49 wherein the filtering operation is performed by the EMS data pump.

52. The method of claim 46 further comprising the reservation management computer system performing a matching operation on the vehicle repair data it receives from the data server to pair the vehicle repair data with any existing replacement rental vehicle reservations.

53. The method of claim 42 wherein the second computer system comprises a reservation management computer system, the reservation management computer system configured to create and manage a plurality of replacement rental vehicle reservations corresponding to at least a plurality of the vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility in response to input from a remote computer, the method further comprising:

the reservation management computer system (1) receiving the vehicle repair data sent to it from the software application, and (2) performing a plurality of management operations on replacement rental vehicle reservations using the vehicle repair data received from the software application, the management operations including an extension of a replacement rental vehicle reservation based on the vehicle repair data from a validated EMS file retrieved from the file directory by the EMS data pump.

54. The method of claim 53 further comprising performing a filtering operation on the vehicle repair data such that only a plurality of pre-selected data fields of the vehicle repair data are received by the reservation management computer system.
55. The method of claim 54 wherein the filtering operation is performed by the EMS data pump.

56. The method of claim 53 further comprising the reservation management computer system performing a matching operation on the vehicle repair data it receives from the repair facility computer system to pair the vehicle repair data with any existing replacement rental vehicle reservations.

57. The method of claim 42 further comprising:
   accessing a server on which the software application is stored;
   downloading the software application to the repair facility computer system; and
   installing the downloaded software application on the repair facility computer system;
   wherein the executing step comprises the repair facility computer system automatically executing the installed software application without human intervention.

58. The method of claim 57 further comprising:
   accessing, with the repair facility computer system, a page of a website maintained by a rental car company, the website being configured to pass the repair facility computer system to the server.

59. The method of claim 58 wherein the server is operated by a third party.

60. The method of claim 42 further comprising:
   defining a configurable parameter in the configuration file for the EMS data pump to thereby identify a platform of the estimating system used by the repair facility computer system, the configurable parameter identifying where in the file directory that the search is to be performed.
61. A computer program product comprising:

a computer readable medium having computer readable code embodied therein for execution by a processor to automatically locate vehicle repair data that is stored within a computer system of a repair facility without human intervention, wherein the repair facility computer system comprises an estimating system for managing a plurality of vehicle repair estimates for vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility, the estimating system configured to store a plurality of estimate management standard (EMS) files corresponding to a plurality of vehicle repair estimates for vehicles undergoing repair at the repair facility in a file directory of the repair facility computer system, the EMS files storing labor hours estimation data that comprises an estimate as to how many labor hours are needed to complete repairs to at least one vehicle undergoing repair at the repair facility, wherein each EMS file stored in the file directory that is a valid EMS file comprises a plurality of constituent standardized files, and wherein at least a portion of the computer readable code comprises an EMS data pump, the EMS data pump comprising a configuration file, the EMS data pump configured to (1) run on the repair facility computer system, without human intervention, in at least one member of the group consisting of an event mode and a polling mode, and (2) in response to running, (i) automatically identify the file directory where the EMS files are stored without human intervention based on data in the configuration file, (ii) automatically search the identified file directory for new and updated EMS file data relative to a previous retrieval operation, (iii) automatically retrieve the new and updated EMS file data without human intervention in response to the search, and (iv) automatically send the retrieved EMS file data to a second computer system over the network without human intervention to thereby achieve a transmission of vehicle repair data to the second computer system without requiring a user of the repair facility computer system to enter estimate data into an application other than the estimating system; and

wherein the EMS data pump further comprises a validation table and a component, the component being configured to validate whether each retrieved EMS file includes all of its constituent standardized files based on a reference to the validation table.

62. The computer program product of claim 61 wherein the EMS data pump is configured to run in the event mode, and wherein the EMS data pump comprises a notification application programming interface (API) for detecting when a change occurs in the file directory to thereby trigger the EMS data pump to run.
63. The computer program product of claim 61 wherein the EMS data pump comprises a component configured to (1) maintain a first list of previously retrieved EMS files, the first list including an identification corresponding to when the previously retrieved EMS files were last retrieved, (2) generate a second list of EMS files currently in the file directory, and (3) compare the first list with the second list to identify the new and updated EMS files for retrieval.

64. The computer program product of claim 61 wherein the EMS data pump further comprises a component that is configured to automatically send the retrieved EMS file data to the second computer system as a web service communication.

65. The computer program product of claim 61 wherein the computer readable code is further executable by a processor to perform a filtering operation on the retrieved vehicle repair data to send only a plurality of pre-selected data fields of the retrieved vehicle repair data to the second computer system.

66. The computer program product of claim 61 further comprising a configuration file stored on the computer-readable storage medium, wherein the configuration file defines a configurable parameter for identifying a platform of the estimating system used by the repair facility computer system, the configurable parameter identifying where in the file directory that the search is to be performed.
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300: RO Pump installed on repair facility computer system that has access to a BSMS Database

302: User configures the frequency with which the pump will upload RO files

304: RO pump runs in the background (as NT or Windows service) and monitors the current time versus the scheduled upload frequency to determine whether it is time to upload files.

306: When time comes for the pump to upload RO data, the RO pump executes a plug-in program that connects to the BSMS database. The plug-in creates a fixed width text file and performs a series of database queries in the BSMS database looking for relevant RO data. The plug-in then writes all open ROs and all closed ROs that closed within the previous 30 days into the text file. When all such RO data has been written to the text file, the plug-in notifies the pump that the file is ready for uploading.

308: The RO pump then zips up the text file, and uploads it to the data server using a secure Star End Point web service.

310: On the data server side, the data server runs a process that opens the text file and writes the RO data therein into the appropriate database.
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400: EMS pump installed on repair facility computer system that has access to an estimating system's database

402: EMS pump searches repair shop computer system to identify EMS files

404: EMS pump retrieves the identified EMS files

406: EMS pump assembles the EMS files into a predetermined format

408: EMS pump transmits the formatted files to the data server
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Start:

If starting from previous shutdown
    Pre-populate file table
End if

For each file in directory x
If file is not locked
    If file not in table
        Copy file to inbox
        Update file in table
    Else if file in table and file time later than table file time
        Copy file to inbox
        Update file in table
    End if
End if

If a change occurred
    Trigger scanner event
End if

While sleep period has not ended
    Sleep [interval]
While end

Loop Start
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Start:

For each envelope file in inbox
    If directory envelope name does not exist
        Create envelope directory using envelope name
    End if

Add envelope file to directory override any previous file
Add all files belonging to envelope
If envelope directory estimates validation is true
    Create a zip package
    Place in outbox
    Delete directory and files
End if
End For

If a change occurred
    Signal upload manager
End if

Perform a re-sort of file in case a file arrived while processing

Wait for signal
End Wait

Loop Start
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**Figure 9(a)**

Process Flow when Repair Facility Creates or Updates an Estimate

1. Repair Facility
2. Repair Facility enrolls with ARMS
3. Repair facility is identified by ARMS as a registered repair facility using electronic callbacks
4. Repair Facility logs into ARMS and downloads the Data Pump
5. Repair facility's information (name, address, etc.) is sent to ARMS via web services communication (RepairFacilityAdd()). ARMS will then identify the repair facility as a web service-enabled repair facility
6. Repair Facility creates/updates an Estimate
7. Estimate data is stored in the repair facility's local database
8. Data Pump sends the estimate data to the Data Server
9. Data Server stores the received estimate data until a schedule job sends that data to ARMS
10. Estimate data is sent to ARMS via web services (RepairOrderAdd())
11. ARMS matches the received estimate data with a rental ticket and send a web service confirmation (RentalAdd()) to the Data Server
12. Estimate data is populated into the ARMS database
13. ARMS stores the estimate data in its database for access by users of the ARMS system such as insurance adjusters

**Figure 9(b)**

Process Flow when Repair Facility Creates or Updates a Repair Order

1. Repair Facility
2. Repair facility enrolls with ARMS
3. Repair facility is identified by ARMS as a registered repair facility using electronic callbacks
4. Repair Facility logs into ARMS and downloads the Data Pump
5. Repair facility's information (name, address, etc.) is sent to ARMS via web services communication (RepairFacilityAdd()). ARMS will then identify the repair facility as a web service-enabled repair facility
6. Repair Facility creates/updates a Repair Order
7. Repair order data is stored in the repair facility's local database
8. Data Pump sends the repair order data to the Data Server
9. Data Server stores the received repair order data until a schedule job sends that data to ARMS
10. Repair order data is sent to ARMS via web services (RepairOrderAdd(); RepairDelayStatusChange(); RepairOrderClose)
11. ARMS matches the received repair order data with a rental ticket and send a web service confirmation (RentalAdd()) to the Data Server
12. Repair order data is populated into the ARMS database
13. ARMS stores the repair order data in its database for access by users of the ARMS system such as insurance adjusters
WEB SERVICES PROCESS OVERVIEW

Data Server

Shop Services

Repair Facility Add
- A new repair facility is added to the system
- (1) Web service call
- (2) Response (OK/Not OK)

ARMS
- ARMS attempts to match each new repair facility with a repair facility that is already stored in the database
- ARMS sets up a mapping between ARMS' customer identifier for the repair facility and the data server's identifier for the repair facility to aid future data updates and other transactions with the data center concerning that repair facility

Repair Order Services

Repair Order Add
- Repair facility opens a new repair order
- OR-
- Creates a new estimate
- OR-
- Updates an existing estimate
- (1) Web service call
- (2) Response (if found, return rental ticket #, etc.)

Rental Add (aka Link Rental Agreement)
- Data Server updates itself with rental ticket information
- (1) Web service call (rental ticket #, etc.)
- (2) Response (if found, return rental ticket #, etc.)

ARMS
- ARMS attempts to match repair order/estimate to a known rental ticket
- If ARMS does not find a match, it puts the repair order/estimate into an "orphan" list to be matched later by a batch process. These "orphans" can be removed from the list by a RepairOrderClose message from the data center or purged after a certain amount of time.

Repair Delay Status Change
- Repair facility updates the estimated completion date or status on a linked repair order
- (1) Web service call
- (2) Response (OK/Not OK)

ARMS
- ARMS updates the rental ticket with the estimated completion date, status information, etc.

Repair Order Close
- Repair facility closes a repair order in the system
- (1) Web service call
- (2) Response (OK/Not OK)

ARMS
- If linked with a rental ticket, ARMS will update that rental ticket with the status information
- If not linked with a rental ticket, ARMS will remove that repair order from the "orphan" list.

Rental Status
- Repair facility requests rental contract information
- (1) Web service call (ticket #, branch ID, RFID)
- (2) Response (Invoice Information)

ARMS
- ARMS searches open and closed rental contracts
- If match found, ARMS returns the contract information

Figure 10
1500: Repair Facility computer accesses website provided by rental car company

1502: Rental car company website passes repair facility computer to a website page from which repair facility computer can download the RO/EMS pump

1504: Repair facility computer downloads and installs RO/EMS pump.

Figure 15

Figure 16
## VEHICLES RENTED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effective Date and Time</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>VIN</th>
<th>Mileage</th>
<th>Rate Charged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10/01/06 1:50 PM</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>TOYO</td>
<td>CAMRI</td>
<td></td>
<td>199</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ADDITIONAL CLAIM INFORMATION:

- **Claim Number:** S2030329067025902358/02980202932
- **Repair Facility:** DAVE'S BODY SHOP ELLISVILLE MO 63015 (314) 266-8732
- **Coverage:**
- **Claimant ID:**
- **Number:**
- **Additional Driver:**

## NOTEBOOK:

- **10/06/06 2:43 PM** R - Ticket 201813 closed on 10/06/06 at 2:32 PM
- **10/06/06 2:14 PM** R - Rental extension requested for 6 day(s) 10/06/06 2:14 PM R - ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE IS 10/10/06
- **10/06/06 2:14 PM** R - Vehicle Complete

- **10/06/06 2:14 PM** R - Customer picked up vehicle
- **10/06/06 1:57 PM** R - ARM98 Auto Est Rec On 10/02 @ 01:57 PM (CT)
- **10/06/06 1:57 PM** R - Labor Hours - 6:328
- **10/06/06 1:57 PM** R - Labor Cost - $380.97
- **10/06/06 1:54 PM** R - ARM98 Auto Est Rec On 10/02 @ 01:49 PM (CT)
- **10/06/06 1:54 PM** R - Labor Hours - 12.458
- **10/06/06 1:54 PM** R - Labor Cost - $552.36
- **10/06/06 1:54 PM** R - Repair on hold

- **10/06/06 1:53 PM** R - Ticket 201813 openes on 10/01/06 at 1:50 PM
- **10/06/06 1:51 PM** R - Authorization confirmed by Enterprise at 1:51 PM
- **10/06/06 1:51 PM** R - Reservation number 008156
- **10/06/06 1:51 PM** R - Authorization sent at 1:51 PM for 2 days at $19.99/day

---

**Figure 17(b)**
Invoicing: Printer Friendly Page

RENTAL INFORMATION:
Enterprise Rent-A-Car Location: ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR (PPGM)
8800 TESTE ROAD
LATEST ADDRESS LINE 2 2/12/04
ST. LOUIS, MO
(314) 212-7000

BILLING DETAIL:
Authorized:
Policy Daily Rate:
Maximum Dollars: 15.00/450.00
Days:
Rate: $15.00
Direct Bill Percent: 100%
Total Authorized: $30.00*
*Does not include taxes and surcharges

INVOICE:
Invoice Number: D201813-PPGM
Invoice Date:

ADDITIONAL CLAIM INFORMATION:
Renter: ROTH148PM, RUPAL11002
Claim Number: 5205282986298529852580296282932
Vehicle Condition: Non-Driveable

Date of Loss: Insured Name: Claim Type: Insured

Contact Us | Terms and Conditions | Sign Out

Figure 17(c)
Figure 18